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Abstract  

In an earlier paper (Journal of Screenwriting, 11:2, 2020) I propose that the VR screenplay is better 

understood as a Moebius strip than a linear narrative. I develop this argument further here, to 

explore how one could actually script a Moebius narrative.  

Predicated on the three core terms in VR – immersion, presence and consciousness – it is the turn 

from presence (of technology) to consciousness (of self) that is of interest here. While both 

immersion and presence are in part enabled, even intrinsic to the technology itself, it is 

consciousness being counter-intuitive, that needs to be ‘scripted’ (as screenwriting and/or coding).  

Drawing on a close reading of the CVR films Testimony and Notes on Blindness, this paper looks at 

Direct Address as a screenwriting method in CVR, that helps to broach the audience’s inner 

frontier. 
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